SPECIALIZED HISTORY

ADVENTURE CAPITAL 33 years ago, Specialized Founder and
President Mike Sinyard started Specialized with three things - a
passion for riding, an entrepreneurial spirit, and a close partnership
with independent bicycle dealers.

HOW WE STARTED
1974
Mike Sinyard founds Specialized with $1500
from selling his VW. First-year company
sales are $64,000.

1975
Specialized doubles sales over its first business year.

1987
1981
Introduction of the STUMPJUMPER, the first
mountain bike available in neighborhood
bicycle shops. Specialized introduces the
ALLEZ (road racing) and SEQUOIA (touring frames).

1976
Specialized introduces its own
TIRE DESIGNS for the touring market.
Jim Merz test tires by riding from
Portland to Panama.

1977
Specialized tire line is expanded to
eight models.

1978
First high-performance foldable clincher
tire, The TURBO (with Kevlar™ bead) and
the SEQUOIA debut.

1980
First USA-made, high quality, FDA-approved
WATER BOTTLES are offered and
Specialized introduces the EXPEDITION
touring bicycle.

Specialized team member Lisa Muhich wins
the NORBA National Championships. Ned
wins the same year.

1992

THESE THREE ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN THE CORNERSTONES of any-

Creation of the vaunted S-WORKS division.
Introduction of the SUB 6, the lightest
ANSI/SNELL certified helmet anywhere.
1st year of the Specialized Cactus Cup race.

thing that we've ever done at Specialized. It was no mistake that Mike

1985
Specialized moves from the warehouse
in San Jose, California to current headquarters in Morgan Hill. The GROUND CONTROL tire is unveiled at the Fat Tire Festival
in Crested Butte, Colorado.

of San Jose State University in 1974, he followed his bliss on a bicycle
tour across Europe. To fund his trip Mike sold his VW Van, his only pos-

1988
Mike Sinyard is in the first class of
inductees in the Mountain Bike Hall of
Fame. ALLEZ EPIC carbon fiber bicycle
wins U.S. National Criterium Championships.
First Carbon Fiber mountain bike the
STUMPJUMPER EPIC is built in Morgan HIll.

1993

session of value other than his bike.

Specialized introduces the FSR, providing
unsurpassed control, comfort and efficiency,
to mountain bike riders everywhere.
ARMADILLO tire technology provides superior bead-to-bead anti-flat protection.

A EUROPEAN DISCOVERY
Mike rode his way through Northern and Southern Europe. As a cyclist,
Mike wanted the best products, but had a hard time finding them. “I

1983
Specialized creates the first professional
mountain bike racing team, Team
Stumpjumper. It is managed by Bill Woodul
and features racers Laurence Malone, Dave
McLaughlin, Gavin Chilcott and Alan Ott.
Bill also created Specialized neutral support
programs at road races.

started Specialized. He was a young hardcore bike junkie and, fresh out

knew there were other cyclists that wanted the best and couldn't find

1989

1995

them either,” he says today. But in Europe, Mike saw the high level of

Specialized celebrates 20th anniversary.

bikes and equipment available in most every bike shop. One afternoon

The Specialized COMPOSITE WHEEL is
launched in a joint venture with DuPont.
Specialized Europe opens for business.

1995

to the highly regarded component maker Cino Cinelli. The entrepreneurial

1990

Specialized is the first major bike brand on
the Internet with the World Ride Web
website. Line of GROUND CONTROL mountain
bikes help popularize full suspension.

acquaintance to arrange a meeting with Mr. Cinelli, he splurged on an

Specialized introduces M2 METAL MATRIX
COMPOSITE frame tubing. Specialized
Canada opens for business. Ned Overend
wins the first-ever UCI Mountain Bike World
Championships in Durango, Colorado.

1986

1991

Specialized starts the first neutral tech
support program to help mountain bike
racers and promoters at events across
the USA.

Specialized team captain NED OVEREND
is inducted into the Mountain Bike Hall
of Fame.

while staying at a youth hostel in Italy, he met a woman with connections
spirit in Mike smelled an opportunity and, after convincing his new
Italian business suit just for the occasion. In his meeting with Signore
Cinelli, Mike persuaded the don of Italian cycling to let this kid from

1996

California import Cinelli components into the United States. Instead of

CACTUS CUP Series goes global with
races in France, Brazil, and Japan.
A1 PREMIUM ALUMINUM material, design,
and manufacturing appears on Rockhopper
bikes. Team Specialized becomes the
Mountain Dew / Specialized team.

continuing to travel around Europe, Mike spent his remaining $1500.00
to buy Cinelli components that he would sell once back in the Bay Area.
“I was confident I could make a difference by making these parts available to the best dealers in the U.S.,” says Mike, the details of that fateful
encounter still fresh in his mind.

HISTORY

CONTINUED...

BACK TO THE BAY AREA Once back in California,
Mike had an unexpected problem on his hands, “I lived
in a small trailer, it was probably no more than 8 by 35
feet, and had two roommates to keep the rent down.”
WHEN THE PARTS CAME IN FROM CINELLI, he was forced to store
them under the trailer to protect them from the elements and, without a
way to secure the shiny Italian hardware, he couldn't leave the trailer for
more than a few minutes. When he had a trusted lookout though, Mike,
who had sold his VW van to fund his trip to Europe, rode his bike to
shops throughout the San Francisco Bay area. He quickly sold the merchandise he had on hand and collected orders (and cash) for more

1997

2002

2006

FSRxc introduced, creating the category of
light-weight full suspension.

A great vintage. Mario Cipollini wins MilanSan Remo, 6 stages of the Giro d' Italia and
the UCI World Road Championships aboard
his S-Works E5 (making Specialized the first
American bike brand ever to win the UCI
World’s.) EPIC full-suspension mountain bike
with BRAIN technology introduced; wins the
UCI MTB World Cup.

25th Anniversary of the STUMPJUMPER.
RUBY women's all FACT carbon bikes, sub 1kilogram TARMAC SL, Carbon EPIC,
STUMPJUMPER, S-WORKS FACT hardtail
and TRICROSS freeroad bikes premiere.
ROVAL wheels introduced, along with 16gram ARC optics.

1998
Ned Overend wins XTERRA World
Championships. Peter Reid wins Hawaiian
Ironman. Specialized wins St. Wendal World
Cup. Christophe Leveque wins NBL and ABA
titles and is the BMX World Champion.

2003
1999
All-new R&D facility is built in Morgan Hill.
Tara Llanes strikes gold at Winter X-Games.
TJ Lavin earns gold again. Ned Overend wins
XTERRA Championships again. Christophe
Leveque wins NBL and BMX World
Championship. Again. M4 MANIPULATED
ALLOY frame material unveiled. First medically proven saddle design, the BODY
GEOMETRY, introduced.

Italian components. Without the faith and partnership of those initial
dealers, Specialized would have never gotten off the ground. As one

2000

early Specialized customer put it, “If we don't pay some suppliers, they'll

Specialized is bike and equipment sponsor
for Festina, which places 2nd in the team
division and 3rd and 4th overall at the Tour
De France. E5 frame material is introduced.
Patented BODY GEOMETRY shoe technology
is introduced.

complain. If we don't pay Mike, he won't eat!”

FROM COMPONENTS TO BICYCLES

Mario Cipollini breaks Alfredo Binda’s nearly
eternal record of stage victories in the Giro
d’Italia. S1 helmet, all-new BODY GEOMETRY
shoes and MONDO tires launched. S-WORKS
EPIC becomes the first full suspension bike
to win the Men's UCI XC World
Championships. Peter Reid wins his third
Ironman World Championship aboard his SWORKS TRANSITION. Functional Advanced
Composite Technology, FACT introduced
with two revolutionary road bikes: TARMAC
and ROUBAIX. Blood flow testing confirms
the performance advantages of BODY
GEOMETRY saddles for men.

2004
Cycling-specific ADAPTALITE optics
premiere. Variable width AVATAR and ALIAS
BODY GEOMETRY saddles developed. Full
FACT carbon TARMAC first raced; TRANSITION and VITA multi-sport bikes appear with
TRIVENT BG shoes. Specialized celebrates
30 years of cheerfully avoiding desk jobs,
looks forward to 30 more.

2005
S-WORKS ROUBAIX establishes new
performance standard for endurance road
bikes. New Enduro redefines all mountain
riding. Pressure testing at the Boulder Center
for Sports Medicine confirms the performance advantages of BODY GEOMETRY saddle technology for women.

2006/7
Specialized Riders Club launches at the Sea
Otter Classic in Monterey, California. Firstever Specialized concept store opens in
Santa Rosa, California. Updated GLOBE bicycle re-launched. FUTURE SHOCK forks and
shocks including FLOW CONTROL BRAIN
shock are launched. Lightweight, 6-inch travel carbon ENDURO introduced.

lifestyle.” The Stumpjumper was a huge hit and, because of it's contribution to society, was enshrined in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C.. 2006 was the 25th anniversary of the introduction of

In addition to the dealer channel, Mike offered frame supplies and components to custom frame builders, including Tom Ritchey, Joe Breeze

2001

the Stumpjumper and, with the introduction of the first-ever all-carbon Stumpjumper, the bike has showed no signs of

and Gary Fisher. In 1981, Mike saw a custom mountain bike Ritchey had

Team Specialized finishes #1 in UCI mountain
bike rankings. Mario Cipollini signs with
Specialized. Angel Casero delivers first
Specialized Grand Tour victory by winning the
Vuelta a España aboard an S-WORKS
AEROTEC road bike. The SIRRUS line of fast
and light, and versatile hybrid bikes is introduced. DESIGNS FOR WOMEN line introduced.

slowing down.

put together in his dad's garage, and instantly recognized it as the future
of cycling. After hiring Tim Neenan to develop a modified version of
Ritchey's bike, Mike introduced the Stumpjumper, the first mountain bike
available in bike shops. Years after he described it to The Wall Street
Journal, “The groundswell of interest that developed was amazing. It
became evident that this wasn't just a new bike, but a whole new

FOUNDING PRINCIPLES LAST FOR OVER 3 DECADES
33 years on, we have grown up and branched out, developing our own brand of bikes, equipment, clothing and optics
(to say nothing of a more sophisticated delivery system), but the three original pillars - a passion for riding, an entrepreneurial spirit, and a fundamental partnership with independent bicycle retailers - are still the foundation of our company.
The founding principle, a focus on the rider's need for functional and technically advanced products that provide a performance benefit, holds more true today than any other time in our history. It's what makes us Specialized.

